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**BOLA SPHERE**

1. Screw stem onto stationary heat sink.
2. Carefully screw globe to heat sink.

**BOLA CANOPY**

1. Attach mounting plate to junction box or ceiling.
2. Wire transformer to building (US: black to black and white to white; EU: blue to blue and brown to brown/red).
3. Cut cord to desired length and pass through canopy. Wire transformer to lamp (US: blue to braided and red to red; EU: black to braided and red to red).
4. Tighten set screws on cord relief.
5. Bring canopy up to mounting plate with bolts passing through the holes.
6. Screw both caps down, securing the canopy.

NOTE: Purple and grey cords are used only with 0-10 V dimmer switch.

**Light Source**
- LED
- Full range light control via 0-10V or ELV dimmer
- Light source replacement: contact manufacturer for replacement

**Length of Cord Supplied**
- 8.9 ft (270 cm)

**Care**
- Wipe with a clean, damp cloth. Avoid ammonia-based cleaners.

**Type A**

IMPORTANT: WE RECOMMEND CEILING MOUNTING BE INSTALLED BY AN ELECTRICIAN

LENGTH OF CORD SUPPLIED
- 8.9FT (270 CM)
1. **a** Secure driver to mount bracket with provided tape. **b** Secure mount bracket to junction box or ceiling using appropriate anchor methods.

**IMPORTANT! BE SURE TO REFERENCE CORD PATH DIAGRAM BEFORE MOVING ON.**

2. Be sure to weave cord through all necessary parts listed above based on lamp model.
   - **a** Bend wire ends before passing through strain relief. **b** Pass cord through strain relief and set lamp height by fastening both (top and side) set screws. (If necessary: trim excess cord)

3. Place fastened strain relief onto mounting bracket with lock washer placed between bracket and strain relief. (Note! Strain relief should nest into recess in bracket surface)

4. Wire driver to building (US: black to black/white to white) (EU: black to brown/white to blue)
   - **NOTE:** Purple and grey wires are used only in 0-10V installations.

5. Wire driver to lamp (red to red/blue to black)

6. Secure canopy cover to bracket assembly with canopy nut. Tighten until firmly in place.

---

**CORD PATH DIAGRAM**

- BOLA SPHERE/FELT
- BOLA DISC
- BOLA HALO

---

**1a.**

**1b.**

**2a.**

**2b.**

**3.**

**4-5.**

**WIRING DIAGRAM**

- Driver
- Globe
- Purple
- Red
- Blue
- To Lamp

**6.**

**GLOBE THREADS ONTO LIGHT ENGINE**

**BOLA SPHERE PENDANT ASSEMBLY**
LIGHT SOURCE
LED
FULL RANGE LIGHT CONTROL VIA
0 - 10v OR ELV DIMMER

LIGHT SOURCE REPLACEMENT
CONTACT MANUFACTURER FOR REPLACEMENT

LENGTH OF CORD SUPPLIED
8.9FT (270CM)

CARE
WIPE WITH A CLEAN, DAMP CLOTH, AVOID
AMMONIA-BASED CLEANERS.

IMPORTANT: WE RECOMMEND CEILING MOUNTING
BE INSTALLED BY AN ELECTRICIAN

USE PROVIDED GLOVES WHEN HANDLING LAMP
TO AVOID FINGER MARKS.
BOLA SPHERE
CHANDELIER

120V & 240V ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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IMPORTANT: WE RECOMMEND FIXTURE BE INSTALLED BY AN ELECTRICIAN. BOLA SPHERE CHANDELIER MUST BE SECURELY ANCHORED TO 150LBS RATED JUNCTION BOX OR MOUNTED TO CEILING STUDS.

1. DETERMINE APPROPRIATE HEIGHT ABOVE SURFACE FOR LOWEST LAMP
2. SPACE EACH LAMP SUCH THAT THEY WILL NOT TOUCH EACH OTHER
3. MOVE UPWARDS IN A SPIRAL PATTERN

1. ROUTE BUILDING WIRING THROUGH MOUNTING PLATE
2. ATTACH PLATE TO JUNCTION BOX WITH PROVIDED JUNCTION BOX MACHINE SCREWS
3. ANCHOR PLATE INTO CEILING STUDS WITH PROVIDED WOOD SCREWS IF POSSIBLE. IF NOT, USE PROVIDED CEILING ANCHORS AND WOOD SCREWS TO SECURE PLATE TO CEILING
4. ALIGN HOLES ON MOUNTING PLATE WITH CORRESPONDING HOLES ON CANOPY COVER
5. ATTACH CABLE HOOPS TO CABLE MOUNTS ON CANOPY COVER TO SUPPORT CANOPY COVER DURING INSTALLATION. CABLE HOOPS MUST REMAIN ATTACHED TO CANOPY COVER TO ENSURE SAFE INSTALLATION
6. USING THE SUGGESTED HANGING CONFIGURATION AS A GUIDE, FEED PENDANT CORDS THROUGH ASSIGNED HOLES IN CANOPY COVER AND STRAIN RELIEFS
7. PULL PENDANTS TO DESIRED HEIGHT REFERENCING SUGGESTED HANGING CONFIGURATIONS. USE 2 FLAT HEAD SCREW DRIVER TO SET STRAIN RELIEFS
8. PRESS RUBBER PLUGS INTO UNUSED HOLES FROM INSIDE OF CANOPY COVER

NOTE: INSTALLATION REQUIRES STANDARD PHILLIPS HEAD SCREW DRIVER AND 2 FLAT HEAD SCREW DRIVER

NOTE: INSTALLATION SHOWN IS FOR BOLA SPHERE CHANDELIER 3. FOR BOLA SPHERE CHANDELIER 5 AND 7, FOLLOW THE SAME WIRING PROCESS USING THE HOLE PLACEMENT OUTLINED IN SUGGESTED HANGING CONFIGURATIONS.
**BOLA SPHERE CHANDELIER**

9. **FIXTURE WIRING**
   Connect fixture wiring to 2 pole connector on DC output side of transformer as shown. Important! One transformer per lamp.

10. **BUILDING WIRING**
    Connect AC input side of transformer to terminal blocks as shown and secure with a #2 flat head screwdriver.

- **Note:** Purple and grey cords are used only with 0-10 V dimmer switch and should never be attached to the terminal block. Contact Pablo if further instruction is required.

- **Important!** For EU installation from line voltage (building) into terminal blocks: blue to white and brown/red to black. From driver into terminal blocks: blue to white and brown/red to black.

11. **Ensure all cables and cords are tucked within canopy cover. Lift canopy cover up to ceiling and secure to mounting plate with provided canopy cover machine screws.**